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Little is known about his life and the few remaining details have reached us thanks to some fragmented memories of his relatives. Many of his paintings were painted in Shumen where he lived for the rest of his days. Trifon Popov bequeathed some of his works to the Art Gallery of Shumen. Nowadays the "Elena Karamihailova" Art Gallery collection in Shumen keeps a total of six works by the author. Three of them are from the period of his study in the State Drawing School in Sofia -"Etude", "Nude figure" and "Portrait of a girl". Another figural composition, probably from the same time, shows St. John the Baptist with a very tall wooden cross in his left hand and with gesture of preaching of his right hand. The last two paintings "Winter" and "Landscape with trees" are dated from the beginning of the 20 th century and were bought from the painter's granddaughter Ilka Popova.
It is the "Landscape with trees" on the cover of the present issue of ASN. The painting is signed by the author in the lower left corner, although the year is missing. It has been restored in 2012 by Rusana Hadzhieva and now participates in the permanent exhibition of the "Elena Karamihailova" Art Gallery. This work, as well as the other landscape painting "Winter", evidence about Trifon Popov's fascination with symbolism that reached Bulgaria in 1905. A perfect draftsman, as the rest of his works mentioned here show, he never betrayed his favorite landscape genre. Popov is more popular with his nude male figures and academic etudes and due to this reason his works took part in the thematic exhibition "Nude male body 1856-1944" curated by Plamen V. Petrov in 2017 at Sofia Art Gallery. Anyway, this fact does not belie the author's attraction on landscape painting. His favorite bluish nuances match well with the mystical romantic mood in his landscapes and express his gentleness and thoroughness in investigation of meanings. However, there is no deep sorrow, agony and morbid thoughts in the paintings of Trifon Popov, but tender light, warm colors, vividness and cheerfulness, a real celebration of life in its fullness.
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